The Keystone Hideout 31BHS (shown here in Saddlebrook Decor), has a spacious open style floor plan with easy access to all of your kitchen functions, while still allowing for enjoying the High Definition LCD flat screen television. The fully functional kitchen is equipped with overhead storage cabinets, drawer storage and a residential sink with high rise faucet. The kitchen appliances include a three burner gas range, oven, over head microwave, and a 6 cu. ft. refrigerator. The Hideout model 31BHS also has a 160” Mega Slide containing a hide-a-bed sofa and U-booth dinette which seats six. Stylish cabinets over the hide-a-bed sofa provide extra storage. The LCD flat screen television rotates 180 degrees so it can be viewed in the master bedroom or living room.

The 31BHS Hideout has a versatile bunk room with secure outside access and designed to accommodate all of your kids needs.

With the top bunk locked in the stow position, the table is easily installed creating a dinette for the kids. The Hideout 31BHS is designed to accept larger cargo with outside access to the bunk room. Both bunks transformed into the sleeping position.
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Both bunks transformed into the sleeping position.

The Keystone Hideout 26RBS shown here in Brookstone Decor, also was designed with a spacious open style floor plan adapted to a single bedroom concept. The 160” Mega Slide contains a hide-a-bed sofa for additional sleeping capability. The booth dinette will seat six with the ottoman positioned at the end. The ottoman also doubles as a coffee table in front of the sofa as shown in the photo!

All of the kitchen functions are close at hand. The kitchen appliances include a three burner gas range with high output burner, oven, microwave, and a 6 Cu. Ft. refrigerator. The kitchen has overhead cabinets, three drawers and storage under the sink. Another great feature in the Hideout kitchen is the residential size double bowl sink with a high rise faucet.

The 26RBS has a large rear bathroom with an elegant glass door shower, drawer space in the lavatory base and lots of additional closet and linen space.
This camera symbol appears next to the Hideout floor plans on the Keystone Hideout website. By clicking on the camera, you can view interior snapshot photos of the floor plan.
Hideout's Radius Roof Trusses are Built for Strength. They are Cleated on Both Sides and Doubled at the Openings.

The Roof Contains 16” Foam Core Insulated Air Conditioning Duct. The Roof is insulated with R7 Fiberglass insulation and covered with 3/8” Roof Decking Making it Fully Walkable.

Hideout Construction Features

1. "One Piece" Rubber Roof
2. .024” Baked Enamel Siding
3. Twin 30# L.P. Bottles
4. Dual Battery Tray
5. Residential Carpet
6. Side Wall Hurricane Strapping
7. 5/8” Seamless Floor Decking
8. Pass Through Storage
9. Windows are Installed with Radius Corner Blocks
10. Easy Lift Steps
11. Easy Lube Axles
12. Bumper Sewer Hose Storage
13. Black Framed with Tinted Safety Glass Windows
14. Rain Gutter with Down Spouts
15. Exterior Marine Style Stereo Speakers
16. 16” on Center Studded Side Walls
17. 13,500 BTU Ducted Air Conditioner
18. Color Match Awning
19. “R7” Fiberglass Insulation
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Western Edition Package

- Large Outdoor Light for night time activities and security.
- Raised Panel Galley Cabinets provide a look of elegance.
- Radial Tires provide better traction due to larger road contact. Radial tire design provides better pressure distribution resulting in reduced fuel consumption and longer tread life.
- Gas / Electric six gallon Water Heater with switch operated Direct Spark Ignition
- Used in conjunction with tank chemicals, Hideout’s black tank flush helps keep the system clean.
- Handy Outdoor Shower with hot and cold water
- Carbon Monoxide detector sounds an alarm in the event odorless Carbon Monoxide should form in your Hideout.
- Radial Tires provide better traction due to larger road contact.
- Diamond plated front not only adds a decorative look, it protects from road debris.
- Molded shower surround provides protection from water damage.
- Dual 30 LBS LP Bottles and Cover.
- AM / FM / DVD True Sound System operates inside and outside marine speakers.
- The Mega dinette easily transforms into a bed for extra sleeping capacity.
- The Mega dinette size accommodates six people using the Versatile Ottoman.
- Reversing the ottoman lid provides a solid surface for use as a coffee table.
Western Edition Features

Exterior
- Walk on Roof
- Ladder Backers (N/A 19FLB)
- Powder Coated I-Beam Frame
- Cambered Chassis
- Enclosed A-Frame
- Two Heavy Duty Stab Jacks
- Easy Lube Axles
- Full Length Outriggers
- Dual Battery Rack
- Awning-Color Coordinated
- Hose Storage in the Bumper
- Heated and Enclosed Fresh Water Tank
- Fender Skirts
- Exterior Speakers
- Black Radius Window Frames
- TV Antenna with Booster
- Radio Antenna
- Roof Vents
- Cable Hook Up
- GFI Electrical Outlets
- Seamless One Piece Roof
- Radius Skirting
- Pass Thru Storage (Queen Bed)
- .024 Gauge Aluminum Siding
- Rain Gutters with Downspouts
- Four Stage Slide Room Seals

Interior
- R-7 Insulation throughout
- Roto-Cast Seamless Holding Tanks
- 12 Voltur 55 Amp Converter
- 13,500 BTU Ducted Air Conditioner
- True Sound Entertainment Center (AM/FM, CD, MP3 Jack)
- Foam Core Insulated A/C Ducts
- Wall Paper Border
- 30K BTU Furnace (N/A 19FLB)
- Flex Pex Plumbing
- 6’ Ceilings in the Slide Rooms
- Wall switches for the Lights
- RG-6 Cable and Satellite
- Lumber core Cabinet Pre-Drilled and Screewed Stiles
- Sculptured window treatments
- Panoramic Dinette Window
- Jack Knife Sofa-Standard
- Mini Blinds
- 11- 3/4” Deep Slide Room Cabinets

Bedroom
- TV Shelf/Hook Up
- Bedspread-Master Bedroom
- Bed Storage with Air Shocks
- Cabinets Above the Queen Bed
- Master Bed-Innerspring Mattress
- Reading Light

Kitchen
- 12 Volt Water Pump
- Drawers with Metal Guides
- Silverware Divider
- Holding Tank Monitor Panel
- Oven
- Range with Hi-Output Burner
- 6 cu. ft. Refrigerator
- Microwave
- Reversible Dinette Cushions
- Large Residential Kitchen Sink
- High Rise Kitchen Faucet
- Waste Basket Storage
- Wood Core Cabinet Stiles
- (Pre-Drilled and Hand Screewed)
- Mortise and Tenon Door Joints
- Overhead Cabinets Above the Sink

Bath
- Porcelain Toilet w/Foot Flush
- Shower Exhaust Fan
- Large Medicine Cabinet
- Tub Surround

Safety
- Safety Chains
- Break Away Switch
- Electric Brakes on all Wheels
- Carbon Monoxide Detector
- L.P. Detector
- Smoke Detector
- Fire Extinguisher
- GFI Electrical Outlets
- Tinted Safety Glass

Western Edition Package
- “Standard Features”
- Front Diamond Plate
- Security Light
- Raised Panel Galley Cabinets
- Decorative Head Board
- 30# LP Bottles with Cover
- Radial Tires
- Tub Surround
- Gas / Electric DSI Water Heater
- Exterior Shower
- Black Tank Flush
- Am/FM DVD Surround Sound System
- Carbon Monoxide Detector

Options
- Western Edition Package Mandatory
- Spare Tire
- 15.0 BTU Air Conditioner in Place of a 13.5 BTU
- Rear Ladder (N/A 19FLB)
- 4 Stabilizer Jacks (2 Standard)
- Electric Awning - Mandatory on Mega Slide Units (N/A 19FLB, 21FQS, 23RKS, 24BH, 27B)
- Hide-a-Bed Sleeper Sofa, Mandatory on Mega Slide Units (N/A 19FLB, 21FQS, 23RKS, 24BH, 27B)
- Black Tank Flush
- Am/FM DVD Surround Sound System
- Carbon Monoxide Detector
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Product information is as accurate as possible at the date of publication of this brochure. Features, floor plans, and specifications are subject to change without notice. Please also consult Keystone’s web site at www.keystonerv.com for more current product information and specifications. Tow Vehicle disclaimer. CAUTION: Owners of Keystone recreational vehicles are solely responsible for the selection and proper use of tow vehicles. All customers should consult with a motor vehicle manufacturer or their dealer concerning the purchase and use of suitable tow vehicles for Keystone products. Keystone disclaims any liability or damages suffered as a result of the selection, operation, use or misuse of a tow vehicle. KEYSTONE’S LIMITED WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER DAMAGE TO THE RECREATIONAL VEHICLE OR THE TOW VEHICLE AS A RESULT OF THE SELECTION, OPERATION, USE OR MISUSE OF THE TOW VEHICLE. March 2011
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